PACKAGING

From boxes, bags to bulk, Cascade has your package handling solutions.

Lift truck attachments for all your package handling needs.

Versatility comes standard.
Cascade’s innovative lift truck attachments offer
reliable and efficient handling for consumerpackaged goods, food packaging, industrial
packaging and more.
From ultra-light capacity paper roll clamps ideally suited to handle packaging
materials such as laminated plastic wrap and aluminum foil, to mobile weighing
products that weigh on the go, we have the solution for you.

Sensor Forks:
With a wireless camera embedded,
Sensor Forks offer lift truck operators
the visibility and precision for maximum
efficiency while handling loads. Sensor
Forks allow you to see exactly where
your fork meets the load in order to
reduce damage to product and pallets.
Improve performance in any situation
where fork tip alignment or fork angle are
critical to successful operation, including:
high stacking, double deep pallet
racking, low light environments, bin post
alignment, boat handling, and more.

Ultra-light Capacity
Paper Roll Clamps:
Our compact 3H Paper Roll Clamp
is perfect for paper converting
and packaging, including food
packaging where sanitary handling
is a mandate. This innovative and
versatile design is ideally suited for
handling ultra-light paper rolls and
is available in powered or manual
versions with integral or class II
carriage mounting configurations, for
use on stand-up trucks, powered and
manual, walkie-style equipment.

Weigh Forks:
Weigh Forks are designed to save
time and money by combining
transport and weighing into one
easy step. View and track the weight
of individual loads or multiple
loads using integrated Bluetooth®
technology. Commonly used for
incoming goods control, overload
prevention, dosing, filling, waste
management, order picking and
inventory control, weigh forks are
ideal for handling anything that
requires weight related data.

Cascade-KOOI® Reachforks and Rollerforks
help move more loads faster and minimize damage.

EXTEND THE REACH

With Cascade-KOOI® Reachforks, flatbed trailers
can be loaded and unloaded from one side.

Increase the efficiency of your lift truck by using CascadeKOOI® Hydraulic or Manual Reachforks or Hydraulic Fork
Extensions. With Reachforks, trailers, trucks and trains
can be loaded and unloaded from one side for increased
efficiency. Usage of warehouse space can be improved
by taking advantage of double-deep racking and utilizing
Reachforks®.
Cascade-KOOI®Hydraulic Fork Extensions are designed to
handle different pallets (GMA/Block pallets) from either the
long or short side of the pallet. Simply adjust the fork length
to your long pallet or multiple pallet depth and pick the load.

EASILY HANDLE PALLETS OR SLIP SHEETS

Increase the capabilities of your lift truck by using Cascade-KOOI® Rollerforks.
These specialty forks use a retractable internal rolling
mechanism to effectively carry a wide variety of loads, including
slip-sheeted loads and pallets for boxes, cartons and bagged
goods. These forks hang on standard lift truck carriages, are
lightweight and versatile, making them a cost-effective solution
that increases production and efficiency.

Palletless Handling

Carton Clamps

Push/Pulls

Clamps

Designed for consumer paper products,
packaged foods, chemicals or plastics.
Carton Clamps allows palletless
handling, and saves money on pallet
purchasing, maintenance, shipping and
storage. They also improve warehouse
space utilization.

Allow you to ship, receive and
warehouse unit loads on inexpensive
slip sheets rather than pallets. Push/
Pulls typically handle bagged products
such as seed, agricultural products
and cement, cased food, electronics,
cosmetics and bottled beverages.

Handle nearly any product such as
cotton, wool, corrugated, newsprint,
rag, hay, tires, recycling scrap, bales,
textiles, pulp and more. No matter what
your application demands, Cascade
offers a wide variety of rugged clamps,
all guaranteed to excel in nearly every
application.

Bulk Box Handler

Multiple Load Handlers

Layer Pickers

Versatile attachments used to handle
produce, piece parts, and other items
where a box attached to a pallet requires
support of multipurpose arms for rotating
and dumping.

Allows driver to use the same lift truck
to handle either single or double pallet
loads. Spreading the four forks allows
handling of two pallets side-by-side.
When brought together, the four forks
convert to two forks ready for single
pallet handling. Well suited for truck
trailer loading and unloading. Also
available are Single-Double-Triple Pallet
Handlers, Long Forks and High-Capacity
models.

When building mixed load pallets, the
Cascade Layer Picker handles single layers
or multiple layers of canned, bottled and
boxed products. Models include: Swing,
Mono-Mast Swing, Stationary Side and
Carriage Mount, Fork Mount and Magnetic
Layer Pickers. Cascade's Swing models
offer a 180º swing to enable picking from
both sides of the truck.

Pallet Handling
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